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Neebly is a free and open-source cross-platform chat and IRC client for Windows, macOS, Linux and other platforms. This app is the best way to connect to the IRC networks, especially the famous #irclogs.net IRC channels! This chat client also works as a web-client which can be opened from any device connected to the internet. Installation Instructions: Neebly can be installed in any folder you like, just extract
the downloaded archive in the folder where you want to keep it. Download the latest Neebly archive from Github: For Linux users: Download the Neebly Linux Installer Archive and extract the archive wherever you want. To run the installer, open a terminal and navigate to the directory where you extracted the archive. Run the following command:./NeeblyLinuxInstaller.sh For macOS users: Download the Neebly
Mac Installer Archive and extract the archive wherever you want. To run the installer, open a terminal and navigate to the directory where you extracted the archive. Run the following command:./NeeblyMacInstaller.sh For Windows users: Download the Neebly Windows Installer Archive and extract the archive wherever you want. To run the installer, open a Windows Explorer and navigate to the directory where
you extracted the archive. Run the following command:./NeeblyInstaller.exe Supported Protocols: Github Issue #321 - Added the SSL option to the app. Github Issue #313 - Added the option to connect to a Gopher Server Github Issue #32 - The app will automatically detect a web server and open it with a browser-like behavior. Github Issue #335 - The app now supports a new command line option, `-help` which
will print the list of supported commands. Github Issue #361 - The app now has a built in web proxy functionality. Type `webproxy://{server}:{port}` to open the built-in web proxy from the main app window. Languages: English Chinese Swedish Russian Finland Deutsch Español Portuguese Italian Dutch Turkish Polish Russian Pусский Română
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------------------------ If you need to change your mac address or any other info to a remote machine, you need to do it before you disconnect. In Neebly, you have this option in a separate window and press CTRL+S after changing the mac address. The MEGA buffer stores all buffers that Neebly has received before. If the program is closed, you can open it again and find all buffers that you have received so far. *
MEGA has been changed to work in the new UI MEGA Features ----------------------------- MEGA now has the following features * Now when you open the MEGA window you get the new icons on the left side * Recent networks & channels list. * You can save your favorite channels to your favorites list. * You can select your preference for MEGA buffer size (1 or 2 items) * MEGA window has a new favicon,
so you can use it on your taskbar * MEGA buffer with date & time. * You can view the channel history * You can choose a file as your MEGA buffer * Neebly 6 now supports MEGA * You can now choose a file as your MEGA buffer Bug Fixes --------------- * Now the buffer list should appear when you use CTRL+S * Now you can add a network by pressing CTRL+N * Tabs work in MEGA windows * Now
you can change your mac address while connected * Now you can paste multiple lines to MEGA buffer * Now you can save your saved rooms into your favorites list * Now MEGA buffers are saved by time. * Now you can enter the MEGA buffer size * Now you can select your MEGA buffer's file * MEGA window can fit into the new UI * You can now save MEGA windows to the favorites list * Now you can
copy the keyboard shortcut to copy from MEGA to your clipboard * Now you can open the MEGA buffer size popup when clicking the network tabs * Now you can open the MEGA buffer size popup when pressing CTRL+N * Now you can choose your MEGA buffer's file when opening it in a window * Now you can copy the keyboard shortcut to copy from the MEGA buffer to your clipboard * Now the lines
in the MEGA buffer are clickable * Now you can choose the size of the MEGA buffer popup * Now you can set the border color of MEGA 1d6a3396d6
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Neebly is a client designed to help you communicate with your friends in IRC, or to simply surf the web while you are connected to IRC. Neebly IRC Client - Installer | Neebly (Free IRC Client) Neebly IRC Client - How to Use Neebly is a client designed to help you communicate with your friends in IRC, or to simply surf the web while you are connected to IRC. Neebly is fast and allows you to reach channels by
typing your keywords or by pasting URLs. Faster than a web browser and allows you to surf web pages while you are connected to IRC. With the automatic textbox completion Neebly remembers what has been typed and auto-completed it. Neebly IRC Client - Interface Neebly uses a nice user interface. Neebly IRC Client - Features The Neebly IRC Client has a lot of features. Neebly IRC Client - Keywords The
first step is to type in a channel or a keyword, the Neebly client will automatically search through all your web history for matching URLs. One-click access to a channel or the web. Neebly automatically recognizes your preferred chats. Support of UTF-8 encoding. Every time you type in a channel name, the nicknames are displayed. Neebly IRC Client - Web History It is the most useful feature of Neebly. 1. Go
to any web page. 2. Use Neebly. 3. Click on the textbox icon. 4. Select "Copy URL to Clipboard" from the pop-up menu. 5. Paste the URL into the textbox. You have to paste only one time. Neebly IRC Client - Nicknames Neebly keeps a record of all the nicknames you have typed. Once you have typed in a nickname, Neebly will show a nick list. If the nickname starts with the keyword you have typed, it will be
displayed in a pop-up window. Neebly IRC Client - IRC Support Neebly supports the following protocols: IRC, AOL, IRCII, Xfire, Tabasco, Sesame and mIRC. Neebly IRC Client - Network Neebly supports the following networks:

What's New in the Neebly IRC Client?

- Auto-completion of nicknames - Regular expression engine - Character encoding support for utf-8 and latin1 - Save your chats to file - Chat logger - Save your nicknames to file - Options dialog Neebly was released under the GNU GPL v3 license. For more information visit the Neebly Web site: You can find a copy of the source code at: --- You may redistribute Neebly under the terms of the GNU GPL
version 2 or version 3. For more information, see the GNU GPL License and the GNU GPL version 3 License. You may choose any license for Neebly you want, you only have to give Neebly credit or link to the source code.  --- Neebly supports Windows, Linux and Mac OS X. ** Tested on Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8. ** Tested on Ubuntu 10.10 and Ubuntu 11.04. ** Tested on the terminal, Linux GUI and Mac
OS X GUI. ** OpenJDK 1.6 and Sun Java 6 are required to run Neebly. ** Latest version of Java 7 is tested as well. A version of Neebly is also available for the iPhone. For more information visit the iPhone site: If you have a feedback on Neebly, please, contact us at: --- ** Thanks to the owners of the original project. Based on : - code by Guillaume Pasche and Guillaume C. - code by Ville Syrjälä - code by
Vitaliy Kukal - code by Kyle Mitchell - code by Joao Mota - code by Luca Scaglione - code by Jackson Wright - code by Donald E. Knuth --- ** The download page does not work correctly. ** In addition, there are some
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System Requirements For Neebly IRC Client:

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Minimum: Dual Core 1GHz Processor 2GB RAM 1GB Graphics Card Recommended: Quad Core Processor 3.0 GHz 4GB RAM 2GB Graphics Card Additional Notes: Game is full version. The minimum requirements for the game are a dual core 1 GHz processor, 2GB RAM and a 1GB graphics card. If you have a slower machine it may not run without the following
updates or features installed; Direct
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